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The meeti~ convened at 1(0,0 ho~, 28 Februazx 1974 

~ 

Subsequent to the 347th Military Armistice Commission Meeting, which 

was recessed at 1605 hours on 24 December 1973, the first official call 

for a meeting of the Military Armistice Commission issued by either side 

was our side's message to your side. This message, which proposed a 

meeting time of 1100 hours, 20 February 1974, and which clearly indicated 

that our side was calling the meeting to discuss the serious fishing boat 

incident of 15 February 1974, was acknowledged for receipt by your side 

at 1229 hours, 16 February 1974. Your actions subsequent to receipt of 

our side's message as reflected in the official logs of the Joint Duty . . 
Office have deliberately and improperly delayed the meeting called by our 

side until today and, accordingly, are duly noted for the record. 

Let it be understood that both sides wfil honor the iirst message from 

either side which calls for a meeting of the Military Armistice Commission 

with either an acceptance of the proposed time of meeting or a counterproposal 
- . 

as to the tim~ of meeting. This is in accordance with established procedures 

observed by both sides for many years and there is nothing to be gained 

by either side in not adhering to these procedures. 

Now, let us address the issue which prompted our side's call for this 

meeting. 

Our side called for this meeting today because of a most serious 

violation of the Armistice Agreement, a brutal crime. The issue today 

is the incident of 15 February 1974, involving Suwon-ho 32 and Suwon-ho 

33. That is the issue. That is what we are Interested in discussing. 

While we are always willing to discuss legitimate business of the Mllitary 
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UNC CONTD 

Armistice Commission, we are not receptive to your usual attempts to 

cloud the main issue by extraneous matters and propaganda. Let us now 

discuss Suwon-ho 32 and Suwon-ho 33 -that is the issue. 

On 7 February 1974, more than 20 boats, part of the Republic of 

Korea fishing fleet, got underway from Inchon, their home port. The 

fleet was due to return to Inchon on 5 March 1974. Two of the boats 

were Suwon-ho 32 and 33. These boats were 24. 4 meters in length and 

displaced 84 tons. They were steel hulled with wooden upper works. 

Designed for trawling, they carried the gear normally used in that fishing 

method. They also carried the basic electronic equipment needed for 

navigation such as radio, radar and a radio direction finder. The boats 

are 15 years old and have been continuously in use as fishing craft since 

they were launched in 1959. The Suwon-ho 32 had a crew of 14 aboard; 

the 33 also had a crew of 14. 

Republic of Korea fishing fleets routinely report their position at least 

every-12 hours. Here is a plot of the fleet's location, as reported by the 

fleet, from 7 February untlll5 February, the day of your attack. At noon 

on the 8th of February the boats were at point A. By midnight on the 8th 

the boats were fishing at point B and moving slowly westward, arriving at 

point C on the 9th. Then proceeding northwestward the boats reached 

point D at midnight on the 9th. Worl~ing together with other vessels of the 

fishing fleets they fished in this vicinity until the 14th of February. Early on 

the morning of 15 February the Suwon-ho 32 and 33, in search of better 

fishing grounds, salled farther north while remaining clearly in int~rnational 

waters. At 1003 hours, Suwon-ho 33 radioed ashore that its location was 

as indicated by the picture, clearly in international waters, some 30 nautical 
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UNCCONTD 

miles from North Korea. It also reported that one of your side's gun 

boats had opened fire from a distance of approximately 1 mile. As a 

result of this Wiprovoked attack, the Suwon-ho 32 was sunk, Your gun 

boat then approached the scene and picked up the only known survivor, 

Kim Kun Shik. Following this your gun boat forced the innocent, unarmed 

Suwon-ho 33 to accompany it toward North Korea. At 1323 hours your 

gun boat attempted to return Kim Kun Shik to Suwon-ho 33. The waters 

were too rough, however, and this transfer was unsuccessful. At this 

time, your gun boat informed Suwon-ho 33 that it was released and should 

return south. Your gun boat further informed Suwon-ho 33 that Kim Kuk 

Shik would be returned through Panmunjom. 

The Suwon-ho 33 then proceeded south for about one hour on a course 

of 180°. At 1445 hours, the Suwon-ho 33 was again approached by one of 

your gun boats and was again taken into custody. What caused this change 

in your side's ord.-~s? Was it because your side realized that the crew of 

Suwon-ho 33 could be witness before the entire world that your side had 

murdered 13 innocent fishermen of Suwon-ho 32? 

After again being taken into custody, the Suwon-ho 33 was forced by 

your gun boats to accompany them toward North Korea. The last radio 

transmission from Suwon-ho 33 was at 1615 hours, with the ships headed 

for Mongumpo-ri. 

What happened after that? Where is the boat now? Where is the crew? 

How many are alive and well? When are you going to return them to their 

homes and families? Why did your side take these dastardly actions? 
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UNC CONTD 

Was it all a mistake on the part of your gun boats, or was it ordered 

by competent authority of your government? These are the questions we 

are asking. These are the questions which we want answered today. 

KPA/CPV 

Your side is shameless enough to use absurd quibblings that our 

side delayed this meeting. In this connection I am obligated to make a 

comment to set the records straight. 

We know you are brazen-faced impostors. However, how could you 

possibly allege that meeting called by us to be a meeting called by you 

and how could you dare spell out such absurd quibble that our side de:. 'yed 

this meeting? 

The Armistice Agreement requires to expeditiously settle through 

negotiations any violations of the Armistice Agreement. 

Therefore, if there is a question to be discussed for the implementation 

of the Armistice Agreement, one of the sides is entitled to convene a 

Military Ar.mib.ice Commission meeting without delay and the other side 

is bound to comply with it. 

However, again in gross violation of the requirements of the Armistice 

Agreement, your side has unwarrantably delayed the convocation of the 

348th Military Armistice Commission Meeting called by our side through 

its telephone message sent on February 16. 

Your side must bear the full responsibility for having made it 

impossible to hold on February 19 the 348th Military Armistice Commission 

Meeting called by our side. 

Even under the circumstances in which your side had continued its 

unwarrantable acts, our side which has consistently made sincere efforts 
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KPA/CPV CONTD 

to ensure the implementation of the Armistice Agreement and normal 

activities of the Military Armistice Commission, patiently made repeated 

proposals that the 348th Military Armistice Commission Meeting be 

held immediately, not be delayed. 

Finding it impossible to justify its unwarranted claim any longer, 

your side had no alternative but to come to this table today. 

As all the records show clearly, the full responsibility for having 

delayed until today the 348th Military Armistice Commission Meeting 

called by our side rests with your side. 

No amount of quibblings can help your side in justifying its unwarranted 

act. 

Our side resolutely denounces such an unwarrantable conduct on your 

part and at the same time strongly demands that your side cease reiterating 

such unwarrantable manoeuvring of creating artificial obstacles in the 

normal activities of the Military Armistice Commission in the future. 

I have i1 statement to make on a serious hostile provocation recently 

committed by your side on our coastal waters in the West Sea. 

On February 15 last, the south Korean bellicose elements who had 

kept on committing, of late, provocations against the northern half of 

our Republic in the Western Sea, perpetrated a grave military provocation 

by again dispatching spy boats to our coastal waters in the West Sea to 

commit espionage and hostile acts. 

Have a look at that chart. 

As indicated on that chart, your spy boats which had sailed- near to 

our side's coastal waters from the sea northwest of Paengyong-do Island 

intruded into our side's coastal waters 10 miles from Cho-do Island 

around 0800 hours on the morning of February 15. 
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KPA/CPV CONTD 

Your side's spy boats which illegally intruded into our side's coastal 

waters in the disguise of fishing boats continued espionage acts there . 

Around 1030 hours that day they intruded as far as the sea at coordinates 

38°14'N, 124°28'E northwest of Changsan-got taking the advantage of 

dense fog and rain. 

The spy boats of your side disguising themselves as "fishing boats" 

doggedly refused to comply with the repeated demand of our People's 

Army naval vessel on routine patrol duty in the Western Sea for their 

withdrawal from our coastal waters. 

Under such circumstances, our naval craft sailed to the direction of 

those unidentified boats to identify them which had illegally intruded into 

our coastal waters. 

Upon the disclosure of their true colours, your side's spy boat 

"Suwon 32" hurriedly veered to the southwestward to flee and rammed 

her stem against our naval craft which•was just turning sideway and 

another SPY. boat , .. :uwon 33" was captured by our side on the scene of the 

incident. 

It is an overt challenge to the northern half of our Repuplic that the 

Pak Jung Hi clique have again intruded spy boats into our side's coastal 

waters to commit espionage and hostile acts at a time when we are making 

all our sincere efforts to remove tension between the north and the south 

to ensm:. peace and to achieve the peaceful reunification of our country. 

What will be the result of such nasty military provocations the south 

Korean puppet clique commit against the northern half of our Republic, 

while inciting confrontation with us and frenziedly speeding up their war 

preparations under the frivolous pretext of the non-existent ''threat 

of southward aggression?" 
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KPA/CPV CON'PD 

They will bring about nothing but a further aggravation of tension, 

which will lead the situation to a brink of war and in the end to a new 

war in our country. 

Our side cannot but direct a serious attention to the fact that the 

Pak Jung Hi clique, who are now in a serious predicament, committed 

the recent grave military provocation, while purposefully increasing 

tension and frenziedly making preparations to ignite a war in our country. 

All the facts vividly show how serious and reckless the war mania 

of the south Korean bellicose elements is today. 

For our naval craft to have completely frustrated the recent espionage 

and hostile acts of the south Korean warlike elements through her self-

defence measures is a due punishment on the provocators and a proper 

exercise of sovereignty to defend our inviolable terr"itorial waters. 

This notwithstanding, you U.S. imperialist aggressors and the 

south Korean puppet clique at your instigation are frenziedly kicking up 

vicious "anti-com,nunist" rackets against the northern half of our 

Republic, in the manner of a thief turning on the master with a club, as 

if we made an "armed attack" on "fishing boats," committed "provocations" 

and the like, in an attempt to cover up the truth about the recent premeditated 

grave hostile act committed as a link in the chain of your new war provocation 

manoeuvres. 

Whatever lies you U.S. imperialist aggressors and the south Korean 

warlike elements may tell to make the spy boats dispatched to our coastal 

waters into "fishing boats, " you can neither cover up the truth about your 

espionage and hostile acts nor deceive the world people who are too well 

aware of the fact that the south Korean puppet clique established even a 

"fishing limit line" on the sea, preventing south Korean fishermen from 
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KPA/CPV CONTD 

engaging in their free fishing activities at the point of bayonet, and keeping 

them far away from the line. 

The frantic "anti-Communist" commotions and the strategical propaganda 

being conducted by you U.S. imperialist aggressors and the Pak Jung Hi 

clique only serve to reveal that the recent grave hostile provocation is a 

criminal act meticulously prepared in advance. 

I resolutely protest against and denounce your side for its having 

again committed the espionage and hostile act by dispatching its spy 

ships to our coastal waters in the West Sea in gross violation of the 

Preamble of the Armistice Agreement and Paragraphs 12, 15 and 17 thereof. 

And at the same time, I strongly demand of your side to frankly admit 

the criminal espionage and hostile act committed by your side by intruding 

its spy boats to our coastal waters, apologize to our side for it and give 

a responsible assurance for ceasing forthwith the dangerous military 

provocations aggravating tension in Korea. 

UNC 

Your obvious cover story together with your propaganda does not 

change the facts as to what actually happened on the morning of 15 February. 

I have described the crime committed by your gun boat in sinking one 

innocent fishing boat and hijacking another. 

Since you apparently were not listening closely let me repeat the key 

points. 

Your side's gun boat attacked our two unarmed fishing vessels at a 

position more than 30 nautical miles from your side's territory and clearly 

in international waters. 

Your side sunk one unarmed vessel, the Suwon-ho 32, with the presumed 

loss of 13 innocent lives. Your side's gun boat then forcibly took the second 
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UNC CONTD 

vessel, Suwon-ho 33, under escort and headed for your territorial waters; 

a clear act of piracy on the high seas. 

Later, your gun boat came alongside Suwon-ho 33 and attempted to 

transfer Kim Kun Shik, the only known survivor of Suwon-ho 32. The 

seas were too rough to successfully complete the transfer, so your 

gun boat informed Suwon-ho 33 that Kim Kun Shik would be returned at 

Panmunjom. Your gun boat then released Suwon-ho .33 and ordered it 

to head south. 

After one hour your side again changed plans and again seized Suwon-

ho 33. What caused these changes in plans? It seems clear that for a 

period of time your side was willing to admit your error and, knowing 

the fishermen to be innocent of any misdeeds, you were willing to let 

them return home. Then your side realized that these fishermen were 

witness to the criminal sinking of an innocent fishing boat, the Suwon-ho 

32.· So you then took the inhuman step of removing the witnesses to your 

crime by again seizing the Suwon-ho 33 and its crew. 

In the face of these indisputable facts, how can you possibly claim that 

the innocent fishing boats were in your territorial waters for purposes 

of spying? 

If these were spy boats, as you say, how did you make this determination 

before you opened fire from a range of about one mile? Did you see any 

evidence of spy equipment? The boats contained nothing more than the 

simple gear required to navigate and catch fish. Did your side board the 

fishing boats to inspect them for espionage equipment before sinking one 

and capturing the other? No, you opened fire in poor visibility at a range 

of one mile and sunk the innocent Suwon-ho 32. You then attempted to pick 

up and capture the survivors and apparently found only one; the remainder 
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UNC CONTD 

probably having drowned. You then forced the Suwon-ho 33 to accompany 

your gun boat toward North Korea. 

If they were where you say they were, why would it have taken so many 

hours to escort the Suwon-ho 33 to a North Korean port? The travel 

time from the location you claim to your port should be no more than 

about 3 hours. Yet we have clear evidence in a radio transmission from 

Suwon-ho 33 that at 1615 hours it was still not in port. This was 6 hours 

after the sinking of Suwon-ho 32. How do you account for this? 

If the fishing boats were, as you say, spy boats in your territorial 

waters, why did your side release the Suwon-ho 33 and allow it to proceed 

freely south? Is this what you do with spy boats? Why did your gun boat 

attempt to return the survivor Kim Kun Shik to Suwon-ho 33 before releasing 

the fishing boat? Is this what you do with spies? Being unsuccessful in return

ing Kim Kun Shik to Suwon-ho 33, why did your gun boat then inform Suwon-

ho 33 that he would be returned at Panmunjom? Is this what you do with 

spies? 

The answer to all these question is "no. " This is not the way you would 

handle spies or spy boats. Obviously, your side made a grave error in 

sinking the Suwon-ho 32 and capturing the Suwon-ho 33. You then made an 

effort to rectify yom· mistake by releasing Suwon-ho 33. You then changed 

your mind and recaptured the Suwon-ho 33 in a clumsy attempt to eliminate 

the witnesses. 

The best thing your side can do now is to admit your mistakes, and 

immediately return the innocent fishing ship and i~s crew. This. is what 

we demand that you dq to partially redeem yourself for the unfeeling brutality 

and inhumanity of your acts. 

When do you propose to do this? 
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KPA/CPV 

As I have already stated, the south Korean fascist military bandits 

infiltrated again this time spy boats into our coastal waters in the West 

Sea to perpetrate espionage and hostile acts. This is not only a flagrant 

violation of the Armistice Agreement but also a vicious military 

provocation intended to doggedly hamper the independent reunificatioP. of 

our country, to perpetuate the national split, and to ignite the fuse of 

another war in Korea at any cost by extremely hightening tension to lead 

it to a brink of war in our country. 

This notwithstanding, instead of frankly admitting the grave criminal 

• act, apologizing for it and making an assurance for ceasing similar 

provocations, you told a downright lie at today's meeting, that the south 

Korean bellicose elements dispatched not spy boats but "fishing bo~e'' . 
to our coastal waters, and that we made an "armed attack" on "fishing 

boats," groundlessly defaming and slandering our side. 

What prevents you from telling the fact that radio contacts between 

the "Inchon Bra .::h of the CIA"of south Korea and the spy boat said that 

not a single shot was fired by us? 

Your last verbose remarks at this table are nothing but nonsense. 

Whatever lies you may tell here, you can deceive nobody. 

It has been irrefutably established by the confession of Pak Jong Ju, 

captain of the spy boat "Suwon 33," and Paek Hong Son, the boatswain that 

the south Korean bellicose elements intruded this time spy boats into our 

western offshore waters under the preplanned manipulation of the south 

Korean puppet "CIA" to stage the most heinous acts of espionage. 

Listen carefully to their voices of confessions: 

"I now confess the crime committed against the whole nation. 

I am Pak Jong Ju, captain of ROK spy ship "Suwon 33" which was 
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KPA/CPV CONTD 

captured a few days ago while carrying out espionage mission after 

intruding into the coastal waters of 'north Korea' in the West Sea. 

I was born at No. 249, Taemado-ri, Cho-do sub-county, Chindo 

county, south Cholla Province. I am 48 years old. 

Our ship 'Suwon 32' and the 'Suwon 33' nominally belong to the 

'ROK Pusan Company' but actually belong to the 'CIA. ' 

1\/lv boat 'Suwon 33' together with the 'Suwon 32' left Inchon Port on 

February 7 on a mission given by the 'CIA' of carrying out espionage 

activities in the waters of 'north Korea. ' 

Prior to my departure, I together with Kim Saeng Rim, head captain, 

and Ri Chon Sok, chief radio operator, went to "luugunghwa Tea House' 

loca~d at a certain place in the city of Inchon by taxi sent by the 'CIA 

Inchon Branch,' where we were received by Li Jung Yong, a section chief 

of the 'CIA,' with whom I got acquainted before. 

Speaking of Li Jung Yong, he worked at the "Masan Intelligence 

Detachment" in 1959 and later at the ''Pusan Intelligence Detachment" 

before being promoted to the section chief of the ' CIA. ' 

I met him on January 27 last year for the first time through good offices 

of a police-detective An working at the police station of Inchon Wharf, 

when my name was enlisted with my fingerprints on the list of names of 

agents, thus I was picked up and rec~ited as an agent of the "CIA." 

On the day he r~erred to the difficulties facing the 'ROK' and give 

us detailed explanations about internal and external situation. 

Then, he put it this way: 

The 'Government' put it forth as an important task of the nation to insure 

the 'harmony of all people' and 'allout security;' making good use of the 
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so-called 'threat of southward aggression' and West Sea incidents.' But 

the public is suspicious about them because they hardly deserve any 

credence. Therefore, we had to make the nation believe even by causing 

a more shocking incident. 

Then he explained us about the purport of our departure, which was 

to intrude deep into the waters of 'north Korea' around Paengyong-do 

Island by disguising our boats as fishing boats and to cause some incident 

there, giving us the following detailed mission: 

Firstly; To intrude well into the 'north Korean' waters north of 

Paengyong-do Island and spy out what attitude th.e 'north Korean' side would 
t 

take and how it react, promptly reporting the results through radio to the"" 

'Inchon Branch;' 

Secondly; To detect the number of the 'north Korean' naval vessels 

sailing on the waters around Paengyong-do Island and their structures, 

arms and equipment, photographing all of them; 

Thirdly;. In case of being challenged by 'north Korean' naval vessels, 

not to meekly comply with their demand but to earnestly ask them to allow 

continued fishing, disguising the boats as fishing boats and insisting on 

international waters; 

Fourthly; In case of being abducted by the 'north Korean' side, not to 

worry but to collect information on economy, construction work, distribution 

of military installations, roads and public sentiment of 'north Korea' in 

disguise of fishermen throughout the period of our stay in the north because 

we all could be repatriated a few months later. In addition, we were 

instructed to pay spe_!!lal attention to gathering information of war preparations 

and public sentiment in particular when we were allowed to sightseeing. 
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KPA/CPV CONTD 

Then he added that we needed not worry about our safety because our 

espionage activities would be backed by the naval vessels, the 'Destroyer 

93' and 'PCE 1001' and that all the crew would be rewarded lots of money 

when we returned after fulfilling the mission, particularly head captain, 

chief radio operator and I would be given special reward. He looked 

serious when he said that if things went well, the 'government' was 

planning to stir up the 'anti-Communist' sentiment among the people and 

repeatedly stressed that we should keep it secret that the 'Suwon 32' and 

'Suwon !J3' belong to the 'CIA, ' his identity as well as what he told us there 

that day in any case even if we happened to be captured by the 'north. ' 

'In case you reveal the secret, your families, w say nothing of you, will 

not be able to go with impunity. You must keep this in your mind.' He 

threaten;d us in this way. 

After that, the head captain and I came out ahead of the chief radio 

operator, who received sep~rate instructions there for about half an hour, 

about which I know nothing but the fact that he received two diving suits. 

Having been given detailed mission for hours, we made final 

meticulous preparations, getting additional instruments and apparatuses 

necessary for our espionage activities and re-examining our camouflage. 

In accordance with the procedure for departure Ll Chon Sok, the chief 

radio operator, finished clearance formalities at the 'police box• of the 

Halnchon Pier and we were inspected by the patrol boat ''PB No. 10' before 

our leaving Inchon Port at noon, about 1230 hours. 

At first, we railed to Mokduk-do Island and continued our navigation 

west north-westwards for 4 hours and again advanced northward for more 

than 5 hours. 
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After a long railing, we crossed the 'fishing limit line' without trouble 

and without any checking or control until we arrived at a point north-west 

of Paengyong-do about 25 miles from Changsan-got at about 2100 hours 

on the 14th, and from there we began to approach the coastal waters 

of north Korea. 

Around 0800 hours on the morning of the following day, that is, 

February 15, we sailed to a point about 10 miles from Cho-do Island 

of north Korea. In the waters we carried out espionage activities of 

watching the movement of the north Korean naval vessels and spying out 

the number of the north Korean fishing boats and reported our findings 

to the 'Inchon: branch of the CIA' through wireless. 

We continued to move about in the coastal waters of north Korea until!'· 

around 1030 hours when we advanced near to the land north-west of 

Changsan-got availing ourselves of dense fog and rain, and there we 

intended to observe the movement of the naval vessels of north Korea. 

At this very moment, we came to encounter unexpectedly with a 

north Korean patrol boat. Soon we began to stretch a net to disguise 

ourselves as fishermen and on the other hand made a report on what 

had happened through wireless to the 'ROK' 'Destroyer 93' and the 'PCE 

1001.' 

'Destroyer 93' sent us an instruction that we should make a report 

without delay on the number and size of the north Korean naval craft and 

their armed equipment. 

Head captain Kim Saeng Rim and I made a detailed report ~ was 

instructed through Li Chon Sok, the chief radio operator. 

As soon as the north Korean patrol boat approached ours, we were 

asked to identify ourselves. Our simple answer was 'fishing boat,' and 

we did not gently respond to the questions. 
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KPA/CPV CONTD 

A man aboard the 'Suwon 32' took several pictures of the north Korean 

patrol craft from behind taking the opportunity of her movement around us. 

As the north Korean patrol boat approached our boat closer, 

identifying ours as from the 'ROK, ' I repeatedly begged them to allow 

us to catch fish since we crossed the fishing limit line, following after 

a shoal of fish. The 'north Korean' patrol boat urged us to move to 

international waters because the waters were under their control, 

admitting that our wish could be understood, 

Harsh words of haggling were exchanged between both sides. 

Then, the north Korean patrol boat approached closer our boats in an 

attempt to identify us. At this moment, head captain Kim Saeng Rim 

suddenly veered southwestward in an attempt to flee in that direction 

contrary to what he was instructed, ramming the stem against the north 

Korean patrol boat which was just then passing by his boat . 

At the very moment, I wondered why the head captain was in so hurry, 

but I did not le ... .re there, thinking of the instructions I had received before 

my departure. In the long run, we were captured on the scene, 

Before our capture we informed the 'CIA Inchon Branch' of our case 

of emergency, which immediately instructed us in reply to burn our code 

book and all other things that might divulge secret instead of throwing 

them into the water employln~ delay tactics to the maximum and take the 

'crystal' off the 'SSB' ultra-short wave radio and throw it into the sea. 

Following the instruction we threw espionage equipment and materials 

into the sea and burnt all the secret papers. 

Since our seizure we made a futile attempt to disguise our boats as 

'fishing boats, ' trying to prove it. 

However, we were not successful because of the suspicious action 

taken by the 'Suwon 32, ' which give a clue to our identity. 
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KPA/CPV CONTD 

Now I suspect why the 'Suwon 32' did attempt to flee from the scene 

that day. I surmise that the section chief Li gave an instruction at a 

private meeting with the chief radio operator on the day of our departure 

so that the 'Suwon 32' might flee leaving our boat behind as decoy duck. 

This is my frank confession to the espionage acts we committed. 

We perpetrated unpardonable criminal acts against the Democratic 

People's Republic of Korea and indelible traitorous acts to the nation. 

However, the seamen of the Korean People's Army did not fire even 

a single shot to us, nor intend to harm us and the authorities concerned 

of the Republic have afforded us humanitarian treatment, regarding us 
I' 

as those who were utilized by the Pak Jung Hi bandits in committing their 

criminal acts against the nation. 

Now I and all my crewmen are well without least inconvenience. 

We only feel sorry that we cannot find adequate words to express our 

thanks for this. 

I bitterly re,t; nt of the serious crime we committed and heartily 

apologize to the Government of the Republic for it. 

At the same time I cannot but stress the fact that the direct responsibility 

for our recent criminal acts rests upon, among other, the south Korean 

authorities, who forced us to commit espionage acts. 

Now, after being captured, I fully realize that the Pak 'regime' plunged 

us into the systematic espionage activities against the north in an attempt 

to prop up their system of 'revitalization' dictatorship and to fend off the 

present crisis which has already reached critical point. 

During the 13 years of seizure of power the Pak 'regime' sold out the 

country to the Japanese scoundrels by concluding the 'ROK-Japan Treaty,' 

put numerous south Korean youth and the middle aged at the serive of 
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Americans' cannon fodder, forcibly emigrated hundreds of thousands of 

our compatriots to foreign lands and is sacrificing a number of our women 

to the Japanese lascivious animals, as playthings. 

For the Pak 'regime' it must be nothing to sacrifice such insignificant 

people like us to prolong the regime. 

The more I think of this, the more hardly I can keep down my curse 

and indignation to the Pak Jung Hi bandits who drove us deep into the 

abyss of crime against north Korea. 

The Pak Jung Hi bandits should duely apologize for their crL.'lle to all 

tM' people and bear the full responsibility for this, since we were captured 

red-handed and our criminal acts were brought to broad daylight. 

On this occasion I would like to say a few words to our compat~iots 

in the south. 

We cannot escape the denunciation even from all the people as we are 

criminals who have committed the crime against our own nation though 

temporarily, L ~ing deceived for money and forced by power. 

Here, we earnestly ask you to direct your curses not to ourselves but 

to the Pak Jung Hi clique who degraded us to be criminals. 

Finally, I in the name of us all the crewmen of the spy boat swear to 

the authorities concerned of the Republic that we will continuously confess 

with all sincerity about our serious crime and petition for leniency to our 

crime." 

''I am Paek Hong Son, boatswain of the south Korean spy ship 'Suwon 33' 

which was captured not long ago while carrying out espionage ~ission after 

intruding into the coastal waters of north Korea. 

Recently our boat, together with the 'Suwon 32,' stealthily intruded into 

the coastal waters in the West Sea north of Changsan-got of the northern 
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half of the Republic to commit espionage act, which was, from the very 

beginning, premeditated and manipulated directly by the south Korean 

'CIA.' 

I frankly admit the serious criminal acts we have committed and 

write herein the truth about them. 

My native place is Usan-ri, Kwansan subcounty, Changheung county, 

south Cholla province, and I am 29. 

It was on January 10 this year that I was sent to the boat 'Suwon 33' 

which belonged to the south Korean 'Central Intelligence Agency. ' Before 

and after that day, almost all the crewmen were changed and even on the 

day when we were going to leave the homeport former 5 crewmen were 

again replaced with new ones. 

Neither I, as a boatswain who was in charge of controlling the crew, 

nor captain Pak had no idea of the whys at that time, but when I think of 

this now, I am sure that it was planned trick to camouflage our boat as 

a 'fishing boat. ' 

As far as I am concerned, I had been instructed to observe secrecy of 

all my activities except for my official duty as a boatswain. I was allowed 

to make secret contracts only with Captain Pak and to act at the instruction 

of chief radio operator Li Chon Sok. 

The boats 'Suwon 33' and 'Suwon 32' nominally belonged to 'Hankuk 

Pusan Company. 'It was only for the sake of camouflage. 

Originally, the boats had been owned by a certain An from Pusan. 

When he went bankrupt, 'Central Intelligence Agency' brought them 

through the good offices of a certain Hwang, the boats came under the 

control of Li Jung Yong, a section chief of the 'Central Intelligency Agency.' 
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Our 'Suwon 33' and 'Suwon 32' were allowed to go everywhere, be it 

may both south and west coastal waters, and use fuel for the military use. 

Prior to our leaving Inchon Port, some of us received separate 

espionage missions in addition to the missions which were testified by 

captain Pak Jong Ju the other day. 

The mission I received individually from chief radio operator was to 

watch and control the crewmen of '33' as the boatswain, to observe the 

movements of north Korean naval vessels, detect their technical index 

such as their numbers, types, sizes, arms and equipment, speed, etc, 

reporting the results to the captain. 

In addition, I received such mission as to collect detailed military, 

political and economic information in north Korea through those called 

by nick names 'hairy crab' and 'cuttle-fish,' who were picked up by chief 

radio operator after winning the favour of the north Korean authority, 

disguising myself as fishermen in case of being captured and to control 

crewmen lest 'betrayers' should come out of them and to carefully assess 

ideological firmness during our stay in north Korea. 

I already underwent elementary trainings necessary for espionage 

activities soon after I was recr!;ited by the espionage organ. 

I again put my fingerprints on a written oath just before I was assigned to 

the boat at the end of last year. 

The chief radio operator instructed me to test the new crewmen with 

care and encouraged me with honeyed words of rich rewards for the success-

ful fulfilment of the mission. 

I guess that the chief radio operator is responsible for all activities of 

our boat related to the ' CIA. ' 
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Though he behaved himself as a radio operator, I regarded him as 

a hardened agent because of his self-confident manner, crafty conduct 

accomodating to occasions, rough and harsh character, and his usual 

behaviour. 

A month ago, he told me a telephone number, which I took down in 

my notebook, merely thinking it was to be used in case of emergency to 

communicate with a liaison centre. But it turned out to be a phone number 

connected with the Central Intelligence Agency. 

Having been given detailed espionage mission, we made meticulous 

preparations. 

And on February 7 last our boat 'Suwon 33' ar:j 'Suwon 32' departed 

Inchon Port in broad daylight and pretended to catch fish on the western 

sea areas for several days, only waiting orders. 

Then, we crossed the 'fishing limit line' without trouble and without 

subjecting to any checking or control. We arrived at a point northwest 

of Paengyong-do about 25 miles from Changsan-got of north Korea at a 

little over 9 o'clocK on the night of the 14th of February and from there 

we continued to stealthily approach coastal waters of north Korea under 

the cover of darkness. 

On the morning of the 15th of F;.bruary, we continued our navigation 

to a point about 10 miles southwest Cho-do Island where we set out in 

espionage activities on a full scale. 

In order to carry out my assignment, I watched through binoculars 

north Korean naval vessels, detecting their number, direction of movement 

and speed, reporting the findings to Captain Pak. He was in charge of 

transmitting without delay the collected data to the 'Inchon Branch of 

the CIA' through the chief radio operator. 
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We had three sets of up-to-date wireless on board through which we 

maintained constant contact with the 'Inchon Branch,' frequently exchanging 

messages. 

I have no deep knowledge of technical affairs, but I believe that all 

the information gathered by each of individuals was transmitted to the 

'Inchon Branch of CIA' immediately after being analyzed. 

To get more correct information we drew nearer to the coast, 

frequently changing our location. 

It was around 1030 hours that we arrived at a point 9 miles from the 

coast northwest of Changsan-got and carried out espionage activities, when 

a patrol boat of the north suddenly appeared. 

Captain Pak ordered us to stretch a fishing net, while reporting what 

happened. 

We hurriedly stretched a net, pretending to catch fish. 

As was instructed, I made a report on the number and size of the north 

Korean patrol boat approaching our boat closer as well as its arms and 

equipment. · 

At the moment, in respond to the warning from the north Korean patrol 

boat urging us to move to international waters, Captain pretended to plead 

them to allow us to catch fish, employing deliberate delay tactics. 

Captain Pak continued to behave in this way and the north Korean patrol 

boat started to identify our boats. Taking advantage of this chance the 

'Suwon 32' made a desperate attempt to flee. 

The ' Suwon 32' attempted to flee at the fullest speed, suddenly turned 

its head only to ram its stem against the north Korean patrol boat which 

just flanked her. 

At that moment, all of the crew on our boat felt that everything was over 

since the head Captain committed a great mistake in dealing with the 234 
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situation, revealing uneasiness. 

At first the Captain of our 'Suwon 33' also looked confused but, 

losing no time, he reported what happened through the 'SSB' ultra-short 

wave radio with secret-talking device. 

Taking advantage of the confusion created by the 'Suwon 32' which 

bumped against the north Korean patrol boat, we set out in the work of 

ridding our boat of equipment and materials, code-books and secret 

documents that might be regarded as evidence proving our espionage 

activities. 

I threw into the sea those materials and equipment used for the 

espionage activities. 

I understand that the code-books and secret documents were burnt 

down in the hatch. 

Frankly speaking, I was in a great confusion immediately after my 

capture, because the condition was too unfavorable to disguise ourselves 

as fishermen as .1as originally planned. 

The suspicious act of the 'Suwon 32' made it difficult for our boat to 

be regarded as a fishing boat. 

Under the circumstances I had no other way but to make up my mind 

to insist on what was instructed. So, I gathered all the crewmen. 

I told them that we were compelled to be captured but we would be 

able to return in several months in the light of past practice, so we should 

behave in a proper manner with 'the sense of duty' in the north, stressing 

that we should never let out the real ownership of our boat but inSist that 

our boat belonged to the 'Pusan Company. ' 

Many of our crewmen were not clearly aware of the fact that ours was 

a spy boat belonging to the 'CIA' until that time. I believe they knew no 
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more than that Li Jung Yong had something to do with our boat to earn 

money. 

I was afraid of the possibility of the disclosure by crewmen who might 

let out the name of Li Jung Yong of the 'CIA.' Therefore, I repeatedly 

emphasized in a tone of threat on the one hand and imploringly on the 

other that the disclosure of the fact would bring us to our ends. 

In this way, I attempted to hide our crimes to the end. 

Being dazzled by riches I committed the unpardonable traitorous 

criminal act against the Republic, for which I deserve capital punishment. 

The lapse of time makes me feel more bitter;.y the seriousness of the 

crime I have committed, and burning indignation toward the south Korean 

authorities which forced us into carrying out the espionage activities. 

Now it has become clear to me that the Pak Jung Hi clique attempted 

to realize their dirty aim by using our boat 'Suwon 33' as a bait, of which 

I was doubtful on the scene of the capture. 

That is why the 'Suwon 32' suddenly attempted to flee and that is 

why they gave the two diving suits to the boat only. 

I believe that in case of emergency they wanted to have the chief radio 

operator and the head captain escape because they knew well about the inside 

story of the recent espionage acts. 

Now that all our criminal acts were brought to daylight, the Pak Jung 

Hi clique should bear the due full responsibility for the recent intrusion of 

the spy boats as main culprits and make a formal apology for it. 

Our crimes are very serious, but the authority concerned of the Republic 

have afforded us humanitarian treatment, regarding us as the victim of the 

Pak Jung Hi clique's deceptive intrigue. 
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We feel very sorry and can hardly put into words the gratitude 

we feel for this. 

I earnestly petition the authority concerned of the Republic to treat 

me leniently, solemnly swearing myself not to take again the road of 

crime in the future." 

As you just personally heard, the captain Pak Jong Ju and the boatswain 

Paek Hong Son of the boat "Suwon 33" have confessed in detail how they 

were recruited into the "CIA" as spies and what their espionage mission 

was. 

The captain and the boatswain of the spy boat captured by our side in 

their espionage act, confessed their own crime. 

Do you believe that your denial of it can obliterate the stern fact? 

Pak Jong Ju, the captain of the spy boat, confessed that the man 

called section chief of the "CIA" told him, while giving him the espionage 

mission, that the "Government" put it forth as an important task of the 

nation to inSure the "harmony of all nation" and "all-out security," 

putting a stress on the so-called "threat of southward invasion" and 

"West Sea incidents. " 

But the public is suspicious about them because they hardly deserve 

any credence. And therefore they had to make the nation believe even by 

causing a more shocking incident, and that if the recent mission were 

carried out well, the "gover~ent was planning to stir up the slackened" 

"anti-communist" sentiment among the people. 

You cannot be ignorant of the meaning of what was said by the scoundrel, 

section chief of the "CIA. " 

At present the south Korean bellicose elements have rapidly stepped up 

"anti-communist" rackets in south Korea against the northern half of our 
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Republic with this incident as an occasion. 

This fact itself clearly shows that the recent provocation was 

deliberate and systematic manoeuvring employed from the outset. 

And, Pak Jong Ju, the captain of the "Suwon 33," and Paek Hong Son, 

the boatswain, clearly confessed how his boat carried out the spy mission 

after intruding into our coastal waters and, how it was captured by us. 

Yet, are you going to insist that the boats which intruded into our 

coastal waters were boats which "were engaged in peaceful fishing 

operation" and that those aboard the boats, were all fishermen who 

were also engaging in fishing operation? 

And, they confessed that, just before they were captured by our naval 

vessel while carrying out their espionage activities, they threw all the 

espionage equipment into the sea and burnt all the documents including 

the cryptograph and certificates following the emergent instructions of 

the puppet "Inchon Detachment of the Central Intelligence Agency. " 

You might ha.ve already inquired through the puppet "Central Intelligence 

Agency" what kinds of espionage equipment and document they received 

from Li Jung Yong. Haven't you the courage to tell it at this table? 

It is hardly believable that you say so because you have no knowledge 

of the crime of the south Korean bellicose elements who intruded the spy 

ship into our coastal waters, when we take into consideration the fact that 

you U.S. imperialist aggressors are playing the role of the master illegally 

occupying south Korea and that you are holding two offices concurrently as 

the chief of staff of the U.S. imperialist aggression troops occupying south 

Korea and as a Senior Member of one side of this Commission. 

You are telling such a lie with a view to covering up the criminal acts 

committed by the south Korean warlike elements and misleading the world 

public. 
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With such childish remarks, however, you can neither cover up your 

criminal acts nor mislead the world public. 

The facts once again clearly expose that you U.S. imperialist aggressors 

and the Pak Jung Hi puppet clique intentionally committed the latest incident 

in a meticulously pre-planned way, and you U.S. imperialist aggressors are 

the craftiest and most shameless swindlers in the world. 

Instead of wasting time on useless allegation at this table where the truth 

about the incident has become clear, frankl:~· admit the criminal acts committed 

of late by the Pak Jung Hi puppet bandit and who intruded spy boats into our 

coastal waters, make an apology to our side and give an assurance in a clear 

term against the recurrence of similar criminal acts in the future. 

Our side proposes to your side that this meeting be continued after 

20 minutes recess following the conclusion of the Chinese interpretation 

of my statement. 

UNC 

Our side accepts your proposal for a recess. 

Our side will • .~ake our next statement when we return. 

The meeting recessed at 1400 hours and reconvened at 1420 hours. 

UNC 

The so-called confessions, which your side has presented, are so incredible 

as to be hardly worthy of comment. We will, however, point out a few of the 

many inconsistencies and then discuss it no further. 

First of all, the words in the so-called confessions are obviously not those 

of fishermen. They were written by, someone else - someone much more 

familiar with politics and propaganda than with the ways of the sea and the 

language of fishermen. 

If the so-called confessions were, in fact, signed and recorded by these 

fishermen, as you claim, then it was obviously done under extreme .duress. 

For what other reason would they have made a statement which we know to 

be untrue? 
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The so-called confession by Pak Chong Ju lacks logic. For instance 

it states that one of the specific missions was to be captured and to spy 

on the internal situation in the North. At the same time it states that 

the skipper was instructed not to worry about the safety of the boats 

because the "destroyer number 93 and the escort craft number 1001" 

would support the mission. It seems your writer could not make up his 

mind as to whether it was part of the mission to be captured or whether 

the boats were to be protected. 

Your writer states that the boats proceeded north to within 10 miles 

of Cho-do at 0800, 15 February and" ... commenced their espionage 

activities. " This activity was to move south " .•• under cover of thick fog 

and rainfall ..• " until reaching the point your side claims to have captured 

the boat at 1030 hours. So the alleged espionage boats were to steam 

rapidly south through a very heavy fog, supposedly counting the number 

of naval vessels ~nd photographing them through a fog so thick as to 

conceal the. fishing boats. Incredible! 

The fishing boats stopped and according to your writer pretended to 

fish while a patrol boat approached to inspect them. Your writer then 

suggests that the Suwon-ho 32 got underway from dead in the water, turned 

and struck your ship with such force as to sink itself with the loss of all the 

crew but one. Incredible! 

First, when just getting underway the boat couldn't have gotten up 

enough speed to sink itself ramming a stone pier, much less another ship. 

Second, if it had turned into, and struck your gun boat with the force 

necessary to sink one or the other, then your gun boat would have been 

the one severely damaged since the heavy pointed bow of the fishing boat 

would have been hitting the thin side of your gun boat. 
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Third, if the fishing boat were in fact damaged to the point of sinking 

by a collision with one of your gun boats, that sinking would have been 

so slow as to allow time for the crew to get off. There would be a very 

minor chance of a loss of life from a collision unlesspf course~the boat 

was cut in half by a very large ship. But your writer said the fishing 

boat turned and struck your gun boat
1
and then supposedly ,after causing 

no damage to the gun boat,the fishing boat sank instantly below the waves 

carrying her crew with her; at least, this is what your side's observer 

to the United Nations has indicated. Again, in credible! 

In short, your so-called confessions are so obviously fabricated that 

there is no point in discussing them further. Let us return to the main 

issue. 

Your side attempts to paint a completely unreal picture of a spy boat 

being fought off by your brave sailors. Your sailors demonstrated their 

bravery by sinking an unarmed fishing boat and killing unarmed fishermen. 

This may be considered brave in North Korea. It is considered to be 

murder in the civilized world. 

Whom are you trying to convince when you say these fishing boats are 

naval craft or spy boats? Do you think you can convince Mrs Kim Saeng 

Rim? You sunk her husbands vessel. He is missing. 

Do you think you can convince Mrs Pak Kyong Won? She is waiting 

to present her husband with a new born son. Her husband is among those 

missing. 

Can you convince the families of these men? Can you convince their 

friends? Do you think you can change the facts when anyone can go and 

speak to these families and find the truth? 
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Since you cannot change the facts, your side could at least try to 

atone for the misdeeds by admitting the error and by immediately returning 

the men to their families. 

KPA/CPV 

You with two big stars of general on your shoulders have just complained 

that our naval craft was not damaged even though your spy boat bumped 

against our naval craft and sunk, revealing your ignorance of military 

affairs. 

Why can't you say that you intend to destroy a big rock with an egg? 

What about bumping your head against an iron-clad warship, following c.O 

tO your logic? (J') 

0 
You personally heard the confessions made by Pak Jong Ju, the captain 

and Paek Hong Son of the spy boat "Suwon 33" dispatched by the south 

Korean bellicose elements to our coastal waters, who candidly owned up 

what induced him to commit the crime and what criminal acts he committed . 

Yet, you are behaving yourself in such a brazen-faced manner as to try 

to deny the facts mentioned in the confession. 

In a silly attempt to support your unwarrantable allegation that the spy 

• 

boats are the so-called "fishing boats" and the spies are "fishermen," 

you have distorted the truth about the incident at random and told such down

right lies that we conducted "firing, " and we seized the boat again after 

try~ to send it back. 

The captain and the boatswain of the spy boat "Suwon 33" dispatched by 

the south Korean puppet clique, who were captured in the act of crime at 

the spot of the incident, clearly confessed that they were not fired from 

the naval craft of the People's Army and that they pretended to cast a fish~ 

net to disguise their boat as "fishing boat" as was captured. 
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You are not the man aboard your side's spy boat nor a witness who was 

present at the scene of the incident. 

Your allegation made at this table is an out-and-out fabrication filled 

with preposterous quibble. 

No amount of trickery, however, can help you either cover up the 

criminal acts by the south Korean bellicose elements of having dispatched 

the spy boats to our coastal waters or deceive the world people. 

Here is yet another evidence substantiating the recent espionage 

activities in the West Sea. Have a look. 

Have a close look at the video screen instead of telling such lies as the 

alleged "fabrication" or "pressure" and the like. 

Q: "Are you the captain of the spy boat 'Suwon 33' which was captured 

' on February 15 last while carrying out espionage mission after intruding 

into the coastal waters of the northern half of our Republic? 

A: Yes, I am Pak Jong Ju, captain of 'Suwon 33' captured on the 15th 

in the very a9t of espionage well within the coastal waters of the north. 

Q: And who are you? 

A: I am Paek Hong Son, boatswain of the spy ship 33. 

Q: Andyou? 

A: I am Kim Keun Sik, deck man of the spy boat 'Suwon 32.' 

Q: Now, I ask you a few questions. 

A: All right, I will answer as the captain of the 'Suwon 33.' 

Q: Where were you born? 

A: I was born at No. 2491 Taemado-ri1 Chodo sub-country 1 Chindo 

country 1 South Cholla Province. 
' 

Q: Where did your spy boat 'Suwon 33' belong to? 

A: (the boatswain Paek Hong Son) 
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Originally, the boat was owned by the Suwon Company in Pusan. In 

1971 it was sold off to the Navy Intelligence Detachment in Inchon district, 

and used in carrying out espionage activities. 

In July 1973, the ship nominally belonged to the "Pusan Company" but 

actually it belonged to the Intelligence Detachment to be operated by Li 

Jung Yong. 

Therefore his telephone number 3rd Switchboard 4545 could be found 

in every crewman's pocket-book. 

Q: Why do they need it? 

A: (seamen Kim Keun Sik) The reason is that when we go ashore and ctJ 
tO 

have some ~rouble with policemen because of our identification cards or ~ 

improper behaviour, we used to call Li J~ Yong through telephone, 

then, everything went all right. 

Q: When were you assigned to the captain of the 'Suwon 33'? 

A: I was appointed as the captain of the boat on December 28, 1973. 

Q: Would ym tell me the story about how you became the Captain 

of the 'Suwon 33?' 

A. When I was in Pusan, I had a job in a ship but I got on bad terms 

with the ship-owner. So, I was laid off in Aprll and had no job. 

Just around this time Kim Saeng Rim sent me a telegram from Li Jung 

Yong working at the Inchon Intelligence Detachment. Thus, I took a job 

in the ship. 

Q: W~t is Li Jung Yong? 

A: (Caption Pak Jong Ju) He originally worked at the 'Masan.Jntelligence 

Detachment' in 1959. He was later transferred to Pusan before being promoted 

to the post of a section chief in the 'Central Intelligence Agency. ' 

Q: When was it that you became his espionage agent? 
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A: (Captain Pak Jong Ju) I must say, it was January 27, when I 

was forced to put my fingerprints on a sheet of white paper by a police 

detective named certain An working at the information section to a 

Coastal Police Corps. 

Thus my name was registered on the list of espionage agents. 

Later I came to know the mastermind was the very Li Jung Yong. 

Q: When and where, and by whom were you given the recent espionage 

mission? 

A: (Captain Pak Jong Ju) Early in February Li Jung Yong sent a car 

to our boats on berth to pick up head captain Khu Saeng Rim, chief radio 

operator Ri Chon Sok and me to the 'Mugunghwa Tea-house' 

There we were kindly received by the man called Li Jung Yong who 

gave us the mission. 

Q: Tell me what mission you re'ceived from him? 

A. (Captain Pak Jong Ju) We were instructed to intrude deep into the 

western sea north of Paengyong-do Island to sound out the attitude and 

reaction of the north to our intrusion and to expeditiously report the 

results to Inchon Branch through radio. 

In addition we were given the mission of detecting the number, structure 

and arms of the naval vessels of the north moving around in the waters near 

Paengyong-do Island, taking pictures of them to be reported. 

The third mission was that in case of being challenged by north Korean 

naval vessels, we should not be submissive but stubborn in insisting on 

our location on international waters, disguising our boats as fishjng boats, 

earnestly asking them to allow us to continue our fishing. 

And, the last mission we received was to collect detaned information 

to be reported on economy, the work of constructlon, the distribution of 
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military facilities, road conditions and public sentiments in the north in 

case of being captured, disguising ourselves as fishermen. We were 

told that we need not worry about in such a case because we could be 

released to the south in several months. 

Q: Didn't he tell anything about the relation with south Korean naval 

vessels? 

A: (Captain Pak Jong Ju): Yes, he told us in general terms. He 

said that the Destroyer 93 and PCE 1001 would always keep watching us 

Ill backing our activities from behind. 

Q: What did he say about keeping secrets in case of being arrested? 

A: (Captain Pak Jong Ju) He told us to keep it as top secret what he 

instructed at the place I told you already even in case of being captured 

by the north and threatened us, by saying that if we reveal the secrets, 

our families could not be safe, to say nothing of ourselves. 

Q: What were you promised in case you return after fulfilling your 

mission? 

A: He promised that all the crewmen would be rewarded lots of money 

when we returned after fulfilling our mission, particularly the head 

captain of 'Suwon 32,'' chief radio operator Li Chon Sok and I would be 

given special reward. It was just on the day previous to our departure 

that I was called by head captain Kim Saeng Rim to come to his bridge 

for a glass of liquor, I went up there wondering at his gesture on the 

occasion. 

Nobody but we three, the eqr;ine driver, myself and the head.captain 

was there. 

Filling my glass, the head captain told me that Ri Jung Yong had 

promised to give me 1, 500, 000 won and make me the head captain if I 
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return after successfully fulfilling the mission, encouraging me to fulfil 

the mission without fail. 

Q: When did the 'Suwon 32' and 'Suwon 33' leave Inchon Port? 

A: (Boatswain Paek Hong Son} Let me see! It was around 10 o'clock 

on the morning of February 7 that chief radio operator Li Chon Sok 

was sent to a police box at Inchon pier to get clearance. When he came 

back we were each served a glass of liquor by Li Jung Yong and his 

wife who came to the boats and then we underwent the final inspection of 

the naval patrol boat PB 10, which lasted untill2 o'clock. So, I can say 

it was around half past twe_!!e when we left the port of Inchon. 

Q: They say south Korean fishing boats are not allowed to approach 

even the vicinity of the 'fishing limit line. ' How could it be possible for 

you to cross the "fishing limit line" at this time? 

A: (Captain Pak Jong Ju) It's true, they are dealt with according to 

the provisions of Knrean criminal law, if they violate the 'fishing limit 

line.' Therefore, they have to be careful not to violate the line. But, 

speaking of our boats, they were under the control of Li Jung Yang of 

the 'CIA.' So, we had an advance agreement with naval vessels. That's 

why we had no trouble in crossing the 'line.' 

Q: Can you tell me how you intruded into the coastal waters of the 

northern half of our Republic after crossing the 'fishing limit line?' 

A: (Captain Pak Jong Ju) It was between 2000 hours and 2100 hours 

on February 14 that we were at a spot 25 miles from Changsan-got from 

which we began to approach the waters under the control of the north. 

Q: How deep did you intrude into the coastal waters of the northern 

half of our Republic? 

A: (Captain Pak Jong Ju) At about 8 o'clock on the morning of the 15th 
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we were at a point about 10 miles away from Cho-do Island, where we 

moved about until a little over 9 o'clock. Just then fog grew thicker 

and rain started falling at about half past 10 o'clock, when we began 

to draw nearer to the land. 

Q: What did you spy out and report after you intruded into the waters? 

A: (Captain Pak Jong Ju) To carry out our mission we watched 

carefully the movement of naval vessels and fishing boats, detected their 

number and reported our findings to the Inchon Branch through wireless. 

Q: Tell me how did the 'Suwon 32' and 'Suwon 33' act when you were 

captured by our People's Army naval craft. 

A: (Captain Pak Jong Ju) Discovering the north Korean naval craft 

approaching us, Kim Saeng Rim, the captain of the 'Suwon 32' called me 

and instructed me on the 'Suwon 33' to flee ~o the south at the full speed. 

So, I intended to flee and sailed south for about five minutes. 

But, I found it was impossible to flee because the north Korean naval 

craft was much faster than us and equipped with arms. So, I gave up, 

stopped, and saw the 'Suwon 32.' She was sailing to the south as quickly 

as she could. I guess she was trying to escape leaving us behind as a 

decoy duck after seeing us halting against the order. The north Korean 

naval craft drew near the fleeing boat, which turned its head only to 

bump her stem against the former. 

Q: Why do you think your head captain behaved that way contrary to 

his mission? 

A: (Captain Pak Jong Ju) It's apparent. When I say apparent, it 

= 
means that they tried to escape using us as a bait because we did rot 

follow his order to flee. I guess they did so following the additJonal 
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instruction which Li Chon Sok received at the tea-house in the city. 

What was the additional instruction? When I think over this, the fact 

comes to my mind that the section chief had separate meeting with Li 

Chon Sok for scores of minutes after we left the tea house. 

Q: What do you think the motive is, that the Pak Jung Hi clique 

had to intrude this time spy boats in disguise of fishing boats into the 

coastal waters of the northern half of our RP.public? 

A: (Captain Pak Jong Ju) I can remember what Li Jung Yong said 

while giving us the spy mission. 

He told us that the 'government' is now stressing on the 'threat of 

southward aggression; and the 'West Sea incident' with a view to ensuring 

the 'harmony of all nation,' and' all-out security,' and he continued that 

the public is suspicious about what the government iS now stressing. 

Therefore, he said, a more shocking incident is needed to make the 

public believe on what the government is now putting a stress. 

He added-that·: the plan resulted in success, the 'government' was 

planning to stir up the slackened 'anti-communist' sentiment among the 

people. 

I believe that Pak Jung Hi clique recently drove us into the coastal 

waters of north Korea to wage a deceptive 'anti-communist' propaganda 

campaign in case we were captured or fired by north Korean patrol boats. 

I think they just intended to stave off the most serious present crisis 

and to prop up their "revitalization" dictatorship system. 

Q: How are you gett~ on since your capture? 

A: (crewman Kim Kun Sik) The 'Suwon 32' was trying to flee to the 

south, finding the People's Army B&val craft flanked with it, bumped it's 

stem against the former. At the time, I jumped into the sea and was saved 

by the People's Army naval craft. 
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Since then I have received your humanitarian treatment. I am in 

good health. 

Boatswain Paek Hong Son: They say south Korea is now alleging that 

the People's Army naval craft made an armed attack on us. It's a lie. 

Not a single shot was fired. I and all the other crewmen of the 'Suwon 

33; are all very well. 

Captain Pak Jong Ju: We have committed unpardonable crime. But, 

the organs concerned and people have leniently treated us. I would like 

to express my thanks for it. " 

You have just seen on the video-screen, Captain Pak Jong Ju, boatswain ~ 
t-

Paek Hong Son of the spy boat 'Suwon 33, ' and Kim Keun Sik, deck hand ~ 

of the spy boat 'Suwon 32,' who all confessed their criminal acts. 

They confessed that the "Suwon 33" originally owned by "Suwon Company" 

in Pusan was sold off to the puppet navy intelligence detachment in Inchon 

in 1971 to be used in carrying out espionage activities t:_henceforth and 

that since July _i}73 has nominally belonged to the 'Pusan Company' but 

actually it 1\as been under the control of the Li Jung Yong, a section chief 

of the puppet "CIA. " 

They also said that whenever they have something to be tackled by Li 

Jung Yong they used to meet him through telephone whose telephone number 

was 8rd Switchboard-4545, which they always kept in their notebooks. 

Are you stU! going to insist that the ship was a "fishing boat?" 

They also said that the "Suwon 32" and "Suwon 33" crossed the "fishing 

limit line" without trouble and without any checking or control to enter the 

north after receiving their spy mission. 

If they were bona fide fishi~ boats as you alleged, why did they enter 

deep into our coastal waters, instead of fishing in the fishing grounds in the 
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south Korean waters and how could it be possible for them to cross the 

"fishing limit line" without any trouble Wlder the cover of south Korean 

puppet naval craft Destroyer 93 and PCE 1001 far from subjecting themselves 

to any checking or control? 

What made you allow the "Suwon 32" and "Suwon 33" alone to enter 

our coastal waters for their "fishing," crossing the "fishing limit line" 

without any trouble? 

Pak Jong Ju, the captain of the "Suwon 33" clearly testified that he, 

together with head captain Kim Saeng Rim and chief radio operator Li 

Chon Sok were given such spy mission as to intrude deep into our coastal 

waters north of Paengyong-do with the two spy boats disguised as fishing 

boats to spy out our side's attitude and reaction to their intrusion, the 

number, structure, arms, and equipment of our naval vessels, taking 

pictures of them and to collect information about our economy, work of 

construction, distribution of military installations, roads, public 

sentiments, parti~-ularly war preparations and movement of manpower by 

disguising themselves as fishermen in case of their capture. 

How could you dare try to deny the facts? 

Now, do you allege these espionage acts to be fishing? 

They also testified that when they were challenged by our patrol 

boat, while carrying out espionage activities after intruding into our 

coastal waters, the "Suwon 32" hurriedly made an attempt to flee only 

to ram its stem against our patrol boat. 

However, your side distorted the fact in making the unfoWlded allegation 

on "armed attack, "inhumani~ian" and what not. How could ytlu, who 

were not present on the scene of the incident, possibly deny the testimonies 

given by those who directly took part in the criminal acts? 
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Do you think that we should be indifferent to your spy boats carrying 

out espionage acts in our coastal waters letting them do as they like? 

Look at other evidences proving the criminal acts which the south 

Korean bellicose elements committed by dispatching the spy boats into 

our coastal waters. 

Have a look at that wireless set among others. 

That is a wireless set found in the spy boat "Suwon 33" which was 

captured by us while committing espionage acts after intruding into our 

coastal waters . 

Pak Jong Ju, captain of the boat reported what he 'spied out through 

this radio to the "Inchon Branch of the CIA. " 

And, have a look at that thing. 

That is the film with which the spies took pictures of our naval vessels 

from the spy boat which intruded into our coastal waters, and that is the 

picture, the development of t':1e very film. 

If the boat whk • was in our coastal waters was a "fishing boaf' as you 

say, why did. they take such pictures? 

Do your alleged fishing boats carry out such spy mission of taking pictures 

as you have just seen instead of catching fish? 

Have a look at that chart. 

That chart was also found in the boat "Suwon 33," on which our 

coastal waters off Changsan-got are depicted. 

All the facts irrefutably prove the criminal act which the Pak Jung Hi 

puppet clique committed by dispatching spy boats into our coastal waters. 

Now are you still going to use such quibbles as ''by force," "fabrt'eation," 

"different dialectic and what not?" 

To del!¥ this hard fact is a shameless act of those who are bent on 
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terrorism, blackmail and ruse, and accustomed to regarding a fact as a 

lie and distorting the truth. 

How can your side dare talk about "humanitarianism" after having 

committed espionage act against the other side? 

Do you believe that your reiteration of jargon of the so-called 

"humanitarianism" and your forced lamentation can cover up your 

despicable nature? 

If you U.S. imperialist aggressors want to talk about "humanitarianism" 

you should not have instigated from the outset the south Korean puppet 

clique to the military provocation against the no.:thern half of our 

Republic, and should not have forced the innocent south Korean people 

to takf, the road to espionage act for your preparation of an aggression war. 

It is indeed preposterous that human butchers who persecute and 

slaughter innocent people in south Korea at random and the. criminals who 

commit reckless military provocation against the other side fancy them-

selves to be humanitarians. 

Your shameless conduct only serves to expose the brigandish nature 

of the u.S. imperialist aggressors accustomed to describe war as "peace," 

plunder "aid" and aggressian and barbarity "protection." 

However, with no amount of pretexts, quibblings and trickery can you 

either conceal the criminal act the south Korean bellicose elements committed 

by infiltrating spy boats into our coastal waters or deceive the world people. 

Since we have in our hands those scoundrels who were perpetrating 

espionage acts on the spy boat sent by the south Korean bellicose elements 

into our coastal waters and those material evidences proving their criminal 

espionage acts, they ~1 serve as powerful means in smashing your 

fraud and deceit. 
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Though it is late, you should be mindfuJ and don't tell a lie any 

further. 

Whatever quibblings and pretexts you may use, you cannot find a 

way-out which will enable you to relieve yourself from your awkward 

positi.Ql!-

I once again strongly demand of you to frankly admit the criminal 

act which the south Korean bellicose elements recently committed by 

dispatching a spy boat to our coastal w:..ters and the fact that your side, 

with it as an occasion, has suddenly kicked up "anti-communism" racket 

in south Korea against the northern half of our Republic in a pre-planned 

and systematic way, apologize to our side for it and to give an assurance 

that you will take responsible measures against the recurrence of such 

criminal acts. 

UNC 

We have heard your so-called confessions three times: first, on your 

radio; then a recording; and finally on video tape. Finally, we have viewed 

your hard evidence: an old radio, which we have already stated was on 

the fishing boat; some film and photographs which amount to nothing as 

evidence; and then an old dog-e,arred map of all Korea and part of China. 

The more we see and hear, the more ridiculous this whole cover-up becomes. 

lt has become clear that there is nothing to be gained by continuing 

this farce. 

We demand, once again, that you return the Suwon-ho 33 and its 

crew,and any survivors of the Suwon-ho 32. 

Our side has nothing further to discuss at this meeting. 
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You always spew out the words "falsehood," "fabrication" and what 

not whenever you are at a loss for words because of the exposure of 

immovable criminal acts. 

With such worn-out, base and mean tactic you can never succeed in 

stamping out the criminal acts committed by your side which were already 

established by human and material evidence. 

Since you are still making a childish attempt to explain away the 

criminal act by the south Korean puppet clique of having intruded the 

spy boats into our side's western coastal waters, I will let you hear 

other testimonies through the video tape. 

Have a close look at it and cease talking nonsense any longer. 

Q: "I ask a fe.w questions to the boatswain of the spy ship 'Suwon 33' 

which was captured nn February 15 last while carrying out espionage 

missiQil after illegally intruding into the coastal waters of the northern 

half of the Republ 4 ~ in the West Sea. 

A: Please! 

Q: What is your native place ? 

A: My native place is Usan-ri, Kwansan subcourtty, Changheung county, 

south Cholla Province. 

Q: How long have you been the crew of the spy ship 'Suwon 33?' 

A: Not long. I was assigned to the ship around January 10. 

Q: And how about the other crewmen of the spy ship 'Suwon 33, ' 

are they old crew? 

A: B.efore and after January 10, when I became a crew of the ship, 

all the crewmen were changed and on the day of our departure former 

5 crewmen were again replaced with new ones. 
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Q: What's the reason that almost all crewmen of the spy boat 

'Suwon 33' were replaced with new ones? 

A: Now, it has become clear to me. 

It was just to camouflage our boat as a "fishing boat," I believe. 

Q. What relation did you have with spy organs. 

A: I underwent elementary trainings necessary for espionage activities 

soon after I was involved in the espionage activities, and put my fingerprints 

on the list of agents at the end of last year. 

Q: Have you received any espionage mission from anyone before 

intruding into the coastal waters of the northern hlf of the Republic? 

A: Yes, I did. I received a few missions from Li Chon Sok, the chief 

radio operator, which were to be performed individually. 

Q: Tell me the missions! 

A: They were to closely watch and control the crewmen of the boat 

'33' as a boatswain, to observe the movements of north Korean naval 

vessels, tQ. detect their technical index such as their numbers, types, sizes, 

arms and equipment, speed, etc, reporting the findings to the captain. 

In addition, I received such mission as to collect detailed military, 

political and economic information in north Korea through those called 

by nick names 'hairy crab' and 'cuttlefish,' who were picked by the chief 

radio operator, after winning the favour of the north Korean authority, 

disguis:lng myself as a fisherman, in case of being captured and to control 

crewmen lest 'betrayers' should come out of them and to carefully assess 

their ideological firmness during the stay in north Korea. 

Q: What was the chief radio operator? 

A: The chief radio operator Li Chon SGk, I think, was responsible 

for all spy activities of the boat 'Suwon 32' and 'Suwon 33: • 
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Q: What have you spied out in the coastal waters of the northern half 

of our Republic to carry out your mission? 

A: Around 0800 hours on the 15th, I watched at a point 10 miles from 

Cho-do Island through binoculars north Korean naval vessels and detected 

their numbers, sizes, speed and arms and equipment, reporting them 

to my captain. 

When the north Korean vessel approached near ours at about 1030 hours, 

I came to know her number, arms and equipment, speed and so on, which 

were reported directly to our captain. 

Q: How did the captain deal with the information he got from you? 

A: We had 3 sets of up-to-date wireless on board, through which 

we maintained direct con~cts with the 'CIA Inchon Branch' and I am sure 

that our captain reported through the wireless the secrets gathered by 

us to the 'CIA Inchon Branch. ' 

Q: What were you doing at the time when the spy ship 'Suwon 33' was 

capture? 

A: Taking the advantage of the confusion created by the 'Suwon 32' 

which bumped against the north Korean patrol boat while attempting to 

flee, we threw into the water all the materials and equipment which might 

be regarded as evidence proving our espionage activities and burnt code-

books and secret documents. 

Q: What did you do when the 'Suwon 33' was captured? 

A: I gathered all the crewmen and told them that we were compelled 

to be captured but we all would be able to return to south Korea atter 

several months' stay in north Korea in the light of past practice and 

stressed that we should never reveal that our ships belonged to the 'CIA' 

but insist that they belonge.d to the 'Pusan Company. ' 
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Q: You all said that the Pak Jung Hi clique attempted to realize their 

sinister purpose by using the 'Suwon 33' as a bait. On what ground can 

you say in that way? 

A: The 'Suwon 32' sudd~ply attempted to flee and they gave the two 

diving suits to the boat only. I believe that they did it, wanting to have Li 

Chon Sok and Kim Saeng Rim, head captain, escape because they knew 

well about the inside story of the recent espionage acts. 

Q: If you have anything more to add, go on. 

A: The Pak Jung Hi clique should apologize for all the criminal acts 

because they were brought to daylight. We com.<Jitted such grave crime 

but the authorities concerned have accorded us humanitarian treatment. 

Therefore, we can hardly put into words the gratitude we feel for this." 

You have just personally seen and heard through video the interview 

of your spy Pak Hong Son with our personnel in which he confessed without 

any restrictions and in a free atmosphere to their criminal espionage 

activities. 

As you have just seen and heard, the flagrant offender himself admitted 

that he was a hired spy of the south Korean "CIA" and the espionage 

activities were carried out in our coastal waters. Therefore, it is of no 

use for you to prevaricate that his dialect is quite different and that he 

confessed not at his own free will, isn't it? 

Do you think thai with such preposterous prevarications you can cover 

up your side's criminal acts? 

The south Korean bellicose element beat their brain hard in working 

out a meticulous plan in advance to carry out espionage activities by 

dispatching spy boats into our coastal waters and raised their glasses 

articipating their success too early. You should come to realize their 

stupid and inert acts now since they came to a complete failure. 
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Just as it is impossible for you to restore a broken gowl to its 

origional state, so it makes no sense however hard you may try to 

explain away the criminal acts which have already been brought to daylight. 

Even though you feel awkward and embarrassing, you should calm 

yourself all the more. You should not try to explain away your side's 

crime but frankly admit it and apologize to our side for it. 

UNC 

I ask again, when are you going to return the Suwon··ho 33 and its 

crew and the survivor of Suwon-ho. 32? If you a.,.e not prepared to answer 

that question now, there is no point in continuing this meeting. 

I have already stated that our side has nothing further to discuss. 

KPA/CPV 

You are now talking about the so-called "repatriation of the crewmen." 

instead of admitting and apologizing for the criminal acts of the south 

Korean bellicose dements who dispatched spy boats to our western coastal 

waters to commit espionage and hostfie acts. 

Cease making such shameless remarks. 

With no amount of quibbles, can you u.s. imperialist aggressors deny 

the fact that the boat "Suwon 32" and "Suwon 33" are spy boats which 

committed espionage and hostne acts after intruding deep into our coastal 

waters. 

As is widely known, the confessions made by Pak Jong Ju and Paek 

Hong Son, captain and boatswain of the boat "Suwon 33' substantiate that 

the alleged "fishing boats" are spy boats. 

I will refer to other materials. 

The ''Inchon Branch" of the south Korean "CIA" bas already made 

public the data proving that the boats are 8p)' boats. 
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That is, at the time of the February 15 incident the south Korean 

"CIA Inchon Branch" openly sent the instruction to the boat "Suwon 33" 

to "burn the code books and all other things of your boat that might divulge 

secret instead of throwing them into the water." 

After that it openly sent another instruction to "burn all the things 

related to communication and take the crystal off the SSB and throw it into 

the water." 

What does this fact imply that yon sent the instructions openly instead 

in code? 

The fact plainly testifies that upon receiving the emergency report 

that the boats were being arrested by our naval vessel, the south Korean 

"CIA Inchon Branch" was thrown into a great confussion and haste with 

fear that the secret of the boats being spy boats might be revealed. 

In this way you gave us and the world with all the information that the 

boat "Suwon 33" and "Suwon 32" are spy boats. 

The mission given to the spy boats by the south Korean "Inchon Branch 

of the CIA" saliantly proves that the confession made by the captain Pa.~ 

Jong Ju is true. 

That the boat "Suwon 32" and "Suwon 33" are spy boats is also clearly 

proved by the fact that the south Korean "CIA Inchon Branch" ordered 

Destroyer 93 and PCE 1001 to let these spy boats cross the 38th parallel 

to the north. 

1t is too clear that if the boats are fishing boats as you allege, the 

"CIA Inchon Branch" has nothing to do with allowing them to cross the 

38th parallel or not. 
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In addition, it has been again proved by the fact that only these boats 

were allowed to freely cross the "fishing limit line" though all fishing 

boats are prohibited to cross the "fishing limit line. " --
The evidence that the "Suwon 32" and "Suwon 33" are spy boats is 

that these boats had each an ultra short-wave wireless with secret-talking 

device which ordinary wireless set has not. 

You, as a general with two big stars on your shoulders, should have 

known what ship has ultra short-wave wireless telephone with secret-

talking device shouldb't you? 

Jf those boats were fishing boats, why should tl,.Jy have ultra short-wave 

wireless with secret-talking device. 

And if they were fishing boats, they ought to have gone to a fishing 

ground abundant in fish. 

But the ships intruded in this cold winter season into our coastal waters 

Changsan-got where the fastest current flows in the West Sea with least 

fish. This fact itself vividly shows that the ships are spy boats disguised 

as fishing boats. 

All the facts irrefutably prove that the "Suwon 32" and "Suwon 33" are 

spy boats. 

As I have already stated, the recent grave military provocation 

committed by the south Korean bellicose elements is the continuation of 

and a link in the whole chain of the hostile acts ceaselessly perpetrated 

by the south Korean puppet clique of late against the northern half of our 

Republic and of their criminal acts of having stepped up new war. preparations 

while keying up tension in Korea. 
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It is fully disclosed by all the h~an and material evidences and the 

confessions made by the captain and other criminals that the military 

provocations by the south Korean puppet clique was a criminal act care-

fully planned in advance and committed in an organized way. 

As is already well known to the world, since the flame of the struggle 

by the south Korean student youth and the people of all walks of life against 

fascism and for democratization became raging again in October last year, 

the south Korean fascist military gangsters have more frequently intruded 

various naval craft including destroyers into the sea off the Ongjin Peninsula . 
in the coastal waters of our side to commit grave .nilitary provocations 

against the northern half of our Republic. 

Und·:!r the circumstances, we repeatedly warned at several meetings 

including the 344th Meeting of this Commission your side to cease at 

once such provocations. 

This notwithstanding, your side, as already planned has continued its 

espionage and hostile acts to intentionally aggravate tension there in 

defiance of our repeated warnings, blaring that the "incident is the biggest 

incident following the Pueblo incident" or the like. 

As can be seen on that chart, your side has infiltrated more than 600 

various combat war ships including destroyers on more than 150 occasions 

into the western coastal waters of our side from October to the end of 

last year. And, your side had intruded more than 300 combat naval vessels 

of various kinds into the western coastal waters of our side on as many 

as 200 occasions until February 20 since the beginning of this year. 

During the period from October last year to February 20 thl8 year 

your side had intruded more then 900 naval craft, armed ships and spy 
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boats of various kinds into the western coastal waters of our side to 

commit espionage and hostile acts against our side on more than 350 

occasions. 

Our side takes such reckless provocations by the south Korean 

bellicose elements serious and strongly protests against and denounces 

them. 

The stern fact plainly shows that the war mania of the Pak Jung Hi 

puppet clique has reached an extremely dangerous and reckless stage. 

It was a proper exercise of our sovereign right and fully justifiable 

for peace and peaceful reunification of our ~ountry that we took resolute 

self-defence measures against the reckless provocation of the south Korean 

bellicose elements who are scheming at this time to split our nation, 

deliberately creating tension and indulging in play with fire going against 

the burning desire of all nation for the peaceful reunification. 

Our naval officers and men of the People's Army captured the south 

Korean spy boat c~ the scene without firing even a single shot. As for 

the sinking. of the south Korean puppet clique's spy boat "Suwon 32" it 

was a result of its striking against our naval craft. 

Nevertheless, the south Korean fascist military gangsters have come 

out with the brazen-faced allegation on "attack upon fishing boats" or 

"inhumanitarian acts" like a thief crying stop thief to mislead public 

opinion, kicking up even "anti-communist" rac~ets against our side. 

From the next day on after having committed grave espionage and 

hostile acts against the northern half of our Republic the Pak Jung Hi 

puppet clique forcibly drove inhabitants to the So-called "denunciation 

meeting" in Inchon, Sokcho, Yangyang, Pusan and man,y other places 

in south Korea to carry out vicious "anti-communist' campaign, slandering 

and defaming us groundlessly. 
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The south Korean bellicose elements were preposterous enough to 

blurt that "they would take action to rule us by force of arms, " kicking 

up a fuss about the alleged "provocation" by us. 

Such "anti-communist" racket kicked up by the south Korean bellicose 

elements is also a political ruse and a deceptive farce designed to achieve 

their sinister political purposes. 

The south Korean warlike elements committed the deliberate military 

provocation against us on the day following the 8th plenary meeting of the 

5th Central Committee of the Worker's Party of Korea, at which our 

Parpy put forth the magnificient programme of socialist construction and 

took epoch-making measures for the complete abolition of taxes and 

drastic reduction of the prices of industrial goods and the provocation 

followed by the despicable large-scale "anti-communist" rackets. 

It is all too obvious why the south Korean puppet clique have been 

carrying out boisterous "anti-communist" campaign following the provocation 

they committee: against the northern half of our Republic. 

They are pursuing the heinous purposes of groundlessly disparaging 

us who are making consistant efforts to realize the independent, peaceful 

reunfication of our country and preventing the mighty influence of the 

tremendous political and economic achievements and brlllian t successes 

gained in the prosperous and developing northern half of our Republic 

on the south Korean people on the one hand and on the other diverting 

the attention of the people elsewhere by fabricating the so-call non-existent 

"threat of south-ward invasion," misleading public opinion, rep:essing 

the ever-increasing patriotic struggles being waged by the south Korean 

people and student youth and thus tiding over the internal crisis. 
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No amount of deceptive propaganda and desperate manoeuvres of the 

south Korean bellicose elements, however, can either defame the ever-

increasing international authority and prestige of our Republic, or dampen 

the yearning of the south Korean people towards the northern half of the 

Republic or cover up their criminal barbarous suppression upon the south 

Korean people being intensified in pursuit of their reckless war policy. 

The proceedings of this meeting also illustratingly prove that at the 

instigation of you U.S. imperialist aggressors the south Korean war-like 

elements committed the recent military provocations against the northern 

half of our Republic and are kicking up the "anti-communist" racket. 

It is by no means accidental that you U.S. imperialist aggressors 

pursuing the policies of aggression on Korea and war have been abetting 

them as mentioned above. 

You u.s. imperialist aggressors and the south Korean bellicose 

elements should view correctly the realities and ponder over the consequences 

to be entailed. by your reckless machination for a war. 

You U.s. imperialist aggressors and the south Korean bellicose 

elements should draw a due lesson from the fact that you got due punishment 

and paid cost for the recent espionage and hostile acts, while committing 

them against the northern half of our Republic. 

Now, will you take practical measures to prevent your side from 

committing espionage and hostile acts against our side? 

Make an answer to this. 

Our side has yet other subjects to be raised at this meeting, it'proposes 

to your side that this meeting be continued after 20 minutes' reces$ following 

the Chinense interpretation of my statement in accordance with the agree 

procedure. 

\'}'\, 
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Our side accepts your proposal for a recess. 

Our side will make our next statement when we return. 

The meeting recessed at 1720 hours and reconvened at 1750 hours. 

UNC 

~ Our side categorically denies your charges of intruding naval 

vessels into your contiguous waters. 

The United Nations Command maintains po.§ltive control of all of 

our naval vessels operating in the Western Sea and our vessels have 

only operated in international waters or waters contiguous to our side's 

territory . 

Our side came to this meeting for the purpo.:.c of discussing your 

attack on the fishing boats Suwon-ho 32 and Suwon-:ho 33. 

I have asked you when you are going to return the Suwon-ho 33, its 

crew and the survivors of the Suwon-ho 32. 

You have failed to answer that question. Therefore, I have nothing 

further to discuss; and there is no point in continuing this meeting. 

KPA/CPV 

Being protested against by our side for your side's criminal acts of 

having infiltrated its naval vessels into our coastal waters, you are 

making a shameless attempt to deny your criminal acts, talking as if 

your naval vessels moved in "international waters" and in "contiguous 

waters" of your side. 

You are talking about "international waters," "contiguous waters" or 

the Uke after intruding your naval craft into our coastal water~. What 

nonsense! 

Who on earth authorizwl you to proclaim our coastal waters to be 

"international waters" or "contiguous waters" of your side? 
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I categorically denounce your side's unwarrantable denial of its 

stern criminal acts, taking serious the insidious attempt of your side 

to create tension in our coastal waters and to threaten its peace and 

security. 

Your side should not run riot recklessly but correctly view the 

created situation and behave itself in a discreet manner. 

You are still harping on the string of the so-called "return of some 

boat and crew. " 

The "Suwon 32" and "Suwon 33" the south Korean puppet CIA dispatched 

• 
to our side's coastal waters recently are spy boah and those aboard them 

are not fishermen but espionage agents. 

You ahould know this clearly and don't let such words slip out of your 

tongue. 

The truth about the espionage and hostile acts committed by the south 

Korean bellicose elements against the northern half of our Republic by 

dispatching ~py boats to our coastal waters in the West Sea on February 

15 has been exposed at this table today irrefutably and thoroughly by the 

human and material evidence. 

No crafty and shameless tactic on your part can either cover up the 

espionage acts of the south Korean puppet clique which have already been 

exposed nor free you from the responsibility for them. 

If your side continues to perpetrate reckless espionage acts and hostne 

acts against the northern half of our Republic in disregard of our repeated 

warnings, it should bear the full responsibUity for all the conseqaences 

arising therefrom. 

You U.S. imperialist aggressors and the south Korean bellicose elements 

must draw a due lesson from the latest incident and behave in a discreet 

manner. 
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Your side which is running amuck to provoke a fresh war of aggression, 

disturbing peace in our country, has not only dispatched to our western 

coastal waters naval vessels and armed spy boats in a planned way to 

commit espionage and hostile provocation but also frenziedly perpetrated 

espionage and hostile acts in the air and on the ground against the 

northern half of the Republic. 

Of late, you U.S. imperialist aggressors have been more frequently 

ca!"rying out reconnaissance activities against the northern half of our 

Republic through the medium of the high-speed, high-altitude spy plane 

"SR-71." 

Around 1240 hours on February 25, you U.S. imperialist aggressors 

committed grave military provocations: you infiltrated the high-speed, 

high-altitude spy plane "SR-71" into the air over the MDL to commit 

espionage and hostile acts against the northern half of our Republic. 

You U.S. imperialist aggressors committed espionage and hostile 

acts against the ;·...,rthern half of our Republic by flying the high-speed, 

high altitude·spy plane "SR-71" over the MDL from the east to the west 

at about 1320 hours on February 1 0 1 ast. 

All those including your side's personnel who were present in the 

Conference Area that day directly heard a bursting sound of rocket booster 

and witnessed vapor trail left behind. 

You U.S. imperialist aggressors committed similar grave military 

provocatiGn by dispatching the spy plane "SR-71", on February 18 and 

27. The number of the grave military provocations amounts to as many 

as 9 cases during the one month of January alone. 

The facts graphically show how systematically and viciously you U. S. 

imperialist aggressors are committing espionage acts against the northern 

half of our Republic. 

110 
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In addition, the south Korean war-like elements at the instigation 

of you U.S. imperialist aggressors, are perpetrating such criminal 

acts of infiltrating an armed spy into the northern half of our Republic, 

too. 

On January 15, the Pak Jung Hi puppet clique stealthily dispatched 

an armed spy Li Kwan Sung via the vicinity of MDL Marker No. 0493 

to the area of our side on a mission of espionage and subversion against 

the northern half of our Republic. 

The scoundrel was captured by the highly vignent sentinels of the 

KPA before carrying out his "mission" given by his master. 

According to your side's armed spy Li Kwan Sung captured by our 

side, south Korean intelligence agencies gave professional spy trainings 

for a long period in Cholwon, Seoul and Ryongsan, and infiltrated him into 

the area of the northern half of our Republic on a "mission" of espionage 

and subversion-s);.,~ing out numerous military installations and military 

secrets, a!Jducting military cadres and taking pictures of political, 

economic and mllitary establishments and facilities, which are of special 

importance. 

To carry out the mission of espionage and subversion the rascal carried 

with him such leathal weapons and various espionage equipment as a 

noiseless pistol, a time bomb, a dagger, a camera, a topographic chart, 

a small radio set, packages of poison and narcotic, binoculars and all-

purpose keys. 

Besides, the south Korean puppet clique have not stopped their air 

reconnaissance of our side from the air over the DMZ. 

The south Korean puppet army has continuously flow its military aircraft 

over the area particularly in the vicinity of a spot 1, 500 metres east of 
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MDL Marker No. 0351 in the DMZ. The number of such criminal acts 

amounts to a total of lt cases just between December 24 last year and 

February 24 this year. 

You U.S. imperialist aggressors and the south Korean war-like 

elements are not merely hell bent on espionage acts as mentioned above 

against the northern half of our Republic at sea, in the air and on the 

ground, but also continuously committing hostile provocations against 

our side in the Headquarters Area of the Military Armistice Commission 

and in the DMZ. 

To take a few examples, U.S. imperialist aggression troops illegally 

brought a 57mm recoilless gun mounted on a truck to the post on the 

nameless hill of Songhyon-ri in the ~authern part of the Headquarters 

Area of the Military Armistice Commission at about 0755 hours on February 

6last and aU. S. imperialist aggression army soldier fired his "M-16" 

automatic rifle from the road leading to this Joint Security Area in the 

Headquarters Ar .a of the Military Armistice Commission toward our side 

at about 1105 hours on February 5 last. 

South Korean puppet army soldiers fired scores of rounds of machine 

gun fire into our side in the DMZ from the vicinity of a spot 900 metres 

southeast of MDL Marker No. 0220 around 1100 hours on February 12 last 

and from the vicinity of a spot 1, 750 metres east of MDL Marker No. 0046 

around 1210 hours on February 13 last. 

The number of such criminal act in which you U.S. imperialist 

aggressors and the south Korean bellicose elements brought various guns 

into the southern part of the Headquarters Area of the Military Armistice 

Commission and of the DMZ during tbe period from December 22 last 

year to February 25 this year amounts to 23 cases in all and they committed 
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gunfirings from the places against our side on as many as 36 occasions. 

All the facts clearly show that you U.S. imperialist aggressors and 

the Pak Jung Hi puppet clique being instigated by you have kept on 

committing espionage acts and military provocations against the northern 

half of our Republic, more viciously running wild to aggravate tension 

between the north and the south and to step up their criminal war 

preparations. 

I strongly protest against and denounce your side for its having committed 

the aforesaid espionage acts and hostile provocations against our side in 

wanton violation of the Preamble of the Armistice Agreement and Paragraphs 

6, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 17 thereof. 

At the same time, I strongly demand that your side make a thoroughgoing 

investigation into them, severely punish the prime movers who organized 

and commanded such criminal acts. and all the criminals mvolved in them 

in accordance with the requirements of the Armistice Agreement and take 

responsible measures so that similar criminal acts may not recur. 

Our side has nothing further to bring up at this meeting. 

UNC 

Our side categorically ·denies that a..'"lY United Nations Command aircraft 

has violated your side's airspace. The United Nations Command maintains 

positive control of all of our side's aircraft at all times and can state, 

without hesitation, that our aircraft did not overfly over the Demilitarized 

Zone or any area of Korea under your side's military control. 

Your sid~s other allegations in your last statement will be investigated. 

Our side called today's meeting to bare the facts surrounding the 

inhumane and unwarranted attack by your gun boat upon the two unarmed 

fishing vessels of our side, a clear violation of the terms, the spirit and 

the intent of the Armistice Agreement. 
,27~6t:l 
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Nothing your side has presented today has changed the validity of 

the facts - these were fishermen conducting their trade in international 

waters more than 30 miles from any point of your side's territory. You 

are accountable under the Armistice Agreement for your action. Your 

side claimed that this incident took place in your territorial waters, 

yet your very act in releasing Suwon-ho 33 to return south after you 

had attempted to return Kim Kun Shik, the survivor from Suwon-ho 32, 

belies your claim. Your side's past record shows clearly that had these 

boats been in your side's territorial waters, you would never have taken 

such action. Your subsequent actions in recapture o~ Suwon-ho 33 only 

confirm your side's later decision to do everything in your power to 

cover up tl·.is grave mistake as you have demonstrated today. Our side 

expects you to punish those responsible for this unprovoked and vicious 

action, and to release without further delay the Suwon-33 and its crew 

along with any surviving members of the crew of the Suwon-ho 32. 

Our side proposes to recess today's meeting. 

KPA/CPV 

Being subjected to our side's protest against the recent intrusion of 

the military aircraft sent by your side, you have attempted to deny the 

indisputable criminal acts alleging that "no violation had occurred. " 

I resolutely denounce your side's shameless act of denying its criminal 

acts of continuously dispatching its military aircraft. 

At the same time, I demand of you not to resort to such fraudulent 

acts but to immediately stop committing criminal acts of flying ~ilitary 

aircraft. 

I warn once again your side that if it keeps on committing such criminal 

acts in defiance of our waruings and demands, it should bear the full 

I~ t./-
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responsibility for all the consequences arising therefrom. 

As I have already stated, you U.S, imperialist aggressors and the 

fascist military bandits of south Korea have been more viciously committing 

military provocations against the northern half of our Republic in gross 

violation and disruption of the Armistice Agreement this year, too as 

last year. 

You U.s. imperialist aggressors and the south Korean war-like elements 

not only have been committing more persistent and systematic aggressive 

espionage acts against the northern half of our Republic in the air, on 

the ground and at sea, but also introducing on a ~arge scale into the southern 

portion of the DMZ heavy weapons and combatants in great numbers and 

freqU~:nUy perpetrating hostile gun firing and military provocations against 

our side. 

Your reckless provocations have brought about seriOU!> consequences 

of preventing the implementation of the Armistice Agreement in Korea, 

disturbing peace, creating a high state of military confrontation between 

the north apd south and leading the situation to the brink of war. 

Therefore, our side vigorously protested against and denounced your 

side's criminal act at this meeting, strongly demanding of your side to take 

measure against similar criminal machinations without delay. 

However, your side has failed to give any assurance that it will comply 

with our just demand. 

All the proceeding of'this meeting clearly exposed again.to the world 

the sinister nature of your side which has been persistently pursuing the 

policies of aggression and war in Korea. 

Firstly, your side is the flagrant violator of the Armistice Agreement 

and the sworn enemy of the Korean people who has been vlolatq peace, 

~~ 
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aggravating tension in Korea and hindering the peaceful reunification of 

Korea; 

Secondly, your side is a crafty swindler who stages a heinous political, 

deceptive farce whose vicious aim is to distort its aggressive, espionage 

acts in our coastal waters of the West Sea, thus revealing its shameless 

and burglarious nature as swindlers. 

Thirdly; your side is the war maniac who has failed to give any 

assurance for ceasing such crimes far from admitting any of its criminal 

acts, thereby vividly exposing its vicious aggressive nature as a war 

maniac who intends to continue adventurous war !,~reparation machination 

and military provocations in Korea against the northern half of our 

Republic this year, too. 

The vicious nature and crafty and insidious aggressive intention of 

your side laid bare at today's meeting are closely associated with the 

aggression and war policies being invariably pursued by you U.S. 

imperialist ~gressors as well as with the wild ambition of the south 

Korean war-like elements to achieve the "reunification by prev~ing over 

Communism. " 

As is generally known already to the world, in accordance with your 

double-dealing tactics you U.S. imperialist aggressors have been talking 

outwardly about the so-called "maintenance of peace" and "reunification" 

but in fact you are stepping up war preparations in Korea, pertinaciously 

committing acts of aggression and military provocations against the 

northern half of our Republic, deliberately aggravating tension, tiying 

hard to perpetuate the national split and hindering the independent, peaceful 

reunJfication in all conceivable ways, incessantly encouraging the south 

Korean bellicose elments to the military confrontation with us. 

I?~ 
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Since the beginning of this year, too, you U.S. imperialist aggressors 

have still resorted to such criminal machination. 

At the beginning of this year, you U.S. imperialist aggressors, in order 

to execute your war policy, sent in pairs your war servitors called both 

commander of the U.S. Air Force, Pacific and commander of the U.S. 

Army, Pacific to south Korea and then dispatched to south Korea the 

assistant Secretary of u.S. state Department for the Asian and Pacific 

areas and the Chief of staff of the U.S. Air Force all of whom gadded about 

the military bases and the areas along the MDL to check up and hasten 

war preparations and had war confabs with south Korean war-like elements 

to whip up a war hysteria to make Koreans fight against each other. 

In keeping pace with such machination of you U.S. imperialist aggressors, 

the fascist military bandits of south Korea have been whipping up war 

hysteria and causing frantic war commotions since the very beginning of 

this year. 

From the first day of this year the Pak Jung Hi clique, through the 

so-called "new year address," "statement," ''talks" and the like, have 

blown a war trumpet about the so-called "establishment of war footing," 

"predominance of strength, " "fostering of state power" and what not, 

blurting that "this year cannot but be a year of challenge, " while at the 

same time indulging in vicious defamation and slanders against the 

northern half of our Republic and whipping up confrontation between the 

north and south and stepping up war preparations. 

The south Korean war-like elements held various kinds of "meetings 

of prinicipal commanders" of the south Korean puppet army in succession, 

at which they worked out the plan of "increas~ the mfiitary equipmenl:," 
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"intensifying trainings for real battle," and speeding up "the conversion 

of reserve army into high-level combat forces, while making such 

outrageous remarks that "war posture" should be further "strengthened" 

and that "the fighting power for the counterretaliation should be retained 

to the maximum. " 

Under the support of you U, S. imperialist aggressors the south Korean 

bellicose elements, while overtly talking about the further consolidation 

of the ROK- U, S, defence system, have brought into south Korea various 

kinds of new-type weapons and combat equipment and mapped out and put 

into action the plan to newly construct and expanC:. the bases of munitions 

industry and military facilities. 

Thf: south Korean puppet clique conducted Honest John launchings 

near the MDL, have staged "anti-aircraft firing exercises" in succession 

on the East, West and South Seas of south Korea and made the "civil anti-

air raid exercise" commotions throughout south Korea, creating awe-

inspiring war atmosphere. 

All the facts indisputably prove that the root cause of tension and war 

danger in Korea today is sought in the aggression and war policy of you 

U, S, imperialist aggressors and in the reckless war machination of the 

Pak Jung Hi puppet clique. 

This notwithstanding, the south Korean bellicose elements are blaring 

the false trumpet about our "threat of southward aggression" and what 

not in a silly attempt to reverse black and white and have impertinently 

brought forward the so-called "non-aggression pact" in a crafty .attempt 

to free themselves from the responslliility for their criminal acts of having 

brought the north-south dialogue to bankruptcy and aggravated tension in 

our cowttry. 

;-.j!f' i 
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How is it possible for them to talk such nonsense as "threat of 

southward aggression" while vociferating about "fostering of state 

power" and "predominance of strength" and reiterating the war jargon 

"establishment of war footing?" 

To make much ado about "threat of southward aggression" is a deceptive 

trick with which the south Korean traitors to the nation always come forward 

whenever rejected by and isolated from the people and place in a crisis. 

What you call "threat of southward aggression" has never existed, 

does not exist and cannot exist. 

The falsity of the propaganda by the south Korean bellicose elements 

has been brought to light in forging the so-called ''West Sea incident." 

The south Korean war-like elements systematically inffJ.trate various 

kinds of naval vessels into the coastal waters of our side to perpetrate 

espionage and hostile acts before fabricating alleged "intrusions" by us 

to spread a false : Jlllour. 

Not long ago, they went so far as to establish at their own will what they 

call "northern guard limit" in our coastal waters in the West Sea, alleging 

in a disgraceful manner that our naval craft "violated" their "territorial 

waters." 

Which paragraph of the Armistice Agreement does provide for the so-

called "northern guard limit" and who gave them right to establish such 

guard limit in our coastal waters? 

What is this but despicable and shameless deceptive trickery? 

What is more, on February 15, the south Korean puppet cliqU(! dispatched 

spy boats to our coastal waters northwest of Cha.ugsan-got on the west 

coast to commit espionage and hostile acts, but blared a false trumpet that 

our side attacked so-called ''fishing boats engaging in peaceful fishery. " 

\1)~, 
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As the truth was thoroughly exposed at this table today, the south Korean 

fascist military clique dispatched spy ships to our coastal waters to commit 

espionage and hostile acts. 

These were clearly proven by the confession of the captain and espionage 

agents of the spy boat dispatched by the south Korean puppet clique. 

As the fact clearly shows, our side did not attack south Korean fishing 

boats on the sea off Pusan, but took self-defence measures against the 

south Korean puppet clique's spy boats which had intruded in our coastal 

waters to commit espionage and hostile acts. 

The measures of ours are fully righteous one in the light of both the 

requirements of the Armistice Agreement and the principles of international 

law, and by doing so, we meted out due punishment to the provocators and 

exercised the justifiable right of self-defence to defend our sacred 

territorial waters. 

This notwithstanding the south Korean bellicose elements, at the instigation 

of you U.S. imperialist aggressors reversing black and white, talk about 

"barbarity," "creation of tension" and the like, blowing a false trumpet 

as if we committed a "provocation. " And, they went so far as to make 

such reckless utterances as "calling" us "to account, " countering force 

by force of arms and so on. 

What is worse, the south Korean puppet clique not only made deceptive 

propaganda in a an attempt to mislead public opinion, but also, taking the 

latest incident as a chance forced the south Korean people to attend the so-

called "anti-communist popular mass meetings" in all parts of south Korea, 

at which they made slanderous, vile propaganda against our side, sow the 

seeds of discord between the north and south Korean people, and inculcate 

in the south Korean people the idea of "prevail-over-communism reunifica.. 

tion." 
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This, too, is a ruse reflecting the warlikeness of the south Korean 

puppet clique who are feverish with war hysteria. 

All the facts clearly show how mad the Pak Jung Hi puppet clique 

are in fraud and deceit, in aggravating tension at will and igniting a 

war in our country for the foul purpose on their part. 

Such being the case, how can we explain the behaviour of the south 

Korean war-like elements? 

What is the difference between a cry of fire given by a man who set 

fire and the deceptive method of the Hitlerites ~·ho staged a farce in which 

they burnt the Reichstag building befor.e charging the Communists with it? 

\\'hat else can't be done by the south Korean puppet clique, the 

despicable swincll.ers, who tired to make Kimpo look like Pyongyang in 

a broad daylight? 

The fact well bespeaks that pure lies are the words of the south Korean 

bellicose elements at the instigation of you U.S. imperialist aggressors 

about the so:.called "threat of southward invasion," "provocatJon," "war-

like" and "creation of tension." 

Obvious enough is the foul purpose of the false propaganda introduced 

today by you u.S. imperialist aggressors and the south Korean war-like 

elements keeping aloof from the stern reality and reversing right and wrong. 

That is to cover up your reckless war machinatiens, free yourself from 

the responsibility for the obtaining tension in Korea, find a pretext for the 

perpetual occupation of south Korea by the U.S. imperialist aggression 

troops, create antagonism between the north and south, key up tension, speed 

up war preparations for fratricidal war, divert elsewhere the attention of 

the south Korean people, suppress and obliterate their struggle against 

the government and fascistization and fn democratization, and save the 
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colonial domination from a crisis. 

But with such clumsy fraudulent farce, you u.s. imperialist 

aggressors and the south Korean bellicose elements can neither hide 

the dirty criminal nature as the war maniacs nor get out of the present 

crisis of ruin. 

In order to relax tension and achieve the peaceful reunification in 

Korea today, powder-reeking war commotions should be ceased, the 

military confrontation between the north and south removed, arms race 

stopped, hostile provocations against the other side ended, a struggle 

waged against all the internal and external forces hindering the independent 

peaceful reunification by pulling together on the basis of the great national 

unity between the north and south instead of resorting to foreign forces 

and antagonism, and the obstacles to the reunification be removed. 

You U.s. imperialist aggressors and the south Korean war-like 

elements should :-')t hold fast to the policy of aggression and war but 

discontinue the reckless war provocation machination, all kinds of 

military provocations against the oorthern half of our Republic and 

the reckless maneuvers aggravating tension in our western coastal 

waters. 

You U.S. imperialist aggressors and the military, fascist bandits 

,·":. 

of south Korea should not ride roughshod but ponder over what subsequences 

may be entailed by the indiscreet war preparation machinations and the 

military provocations against the northern half of our Republic. 

lt is fully ascribable to our consistent efforts and patience that peace 

is maintained today in Kores. even under the circumstances that the 

military provocation machinations of you U.S. imperialist aggressors 

and the Pak Jung Hi puppet clique are being committed ceaselessly. 
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Our people have no interest in provoking others but they will never 

allow anyone to toy with them. 

We do not want war, but we are not afraid of it and if you U.S. 

imperialist aggressors and the south Korean military fascist bandits 

lunge at us with arms and force a war upon us, we will decisively rise 

to fight and destroy the aggressors to a man and not one will return home 
I 

alive. 

In this case you U.S. imperialist aggressors and the south Korean 

puppet clique must surely be aware that you will have to bear the full 

responsibility for all the consequences arising therefrom. 

Our side agrees to your proposal for a recess. 

The meeting recessed at 1932 hours 2-8 February 1974 
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THE FOLLOWING UNC ADVIroRY GROUP MEMBERS ATTENDED: 

AUSTRALIA LTCJOHNS. KENDELL 

CANADA MAJ GLEN A. HOLMES 

ETHIOPIA MAJ KEBEDE GASHE 
CPT GETAHUN WOLDE GIORGIS 

REPUBLIC OF THE 
PHILIPPINES LTC ROMAN Q. GA VINO, JR. 

REPUBLIC OF KOREA COL LEE SANG-KI 

THAILAND COL VICHIEN SUNGPRIWON 
CPT CHOKECHAI HONGSTONG 

UNITED KINGDOM MAJ PAUL A. GRAY 

UNITED STATES LTC RAYMOND C. CONDER 

This record of the 348th Military Armistice Commission Meeting 

was prepared from verbatim statements in English by the Senior 

Member UNCMAC and English translations of Korean statements 

;provided by the Senior Member, KPA/CPV, MAC. 

28 February 1974 
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- SAMUEL L. SMITH 
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